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A different view
on cosmetics.
Healing mallow.
A self-care day in the life of Saskia Diez.
What does your Lip Balm have to do with butterflies?

Embrace your individuality.

A different view on cosmetics. Dr. Hauschka does not
patronise skin by presuming we always know what’s best
for it. Our cosmetics give skin the impulses it needs to
rediscover its own inner balance. Our formulations contain
effective plants that communicate with the skin.
This is all thanks to our researchers, who possess a deep
understanding of nature. Their knowledge of medicinal plants
grows in peace and develops into natural cosmetics that have
a different effect. Our natural cosmetics go deeper, provide
care and nourishment in harmony with the environment,
and stimulate the skin to rediscover its own powers. We do
not overpower the skin; we support the skin. And this is what
sets us apart: A different view on cosmetics.
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Healing mallow.
Marsh mallow (Althaea officinalis) is a celebrated hero in
gardens and pharmacies alike. Its delicate white flowers are
slightly purple at the base and resemble those of its relative,
the common mallow. But this plant doesn’t just cut a fine
figure in the garden, it’s also extremely helpful when it
comes to soothing a cough or a hoarse throat, stomach
complaints or minor injuries. And it is because of these
protective properties that marsh mallow is also found in
many Dr. Hauschka Skin Care products.
Text: Claudia Nikschtat
Artwork: Grace J. Kim

Always ready to help.

Nice and sticky.

White mallow, mortification root,
sweet weed: the marsh mallow plant has
almost as many names as it has uses.
Moreover, its healing properties are
already apparent in its scientific name –
Althaea comes from the Greek “ἄλθειν”
(althein), which means “to heal”.

It’s no coincidence that this plant shares
its name with a popular item of fireside
confectionery. The root was originally
used to give marshmallows their sticky
consistency. Incidentally, modern-day
marshmallows were not invented in
America, but in France.

Protective mucilage.

A salty life.

The secret of the marsh mallow is
hidden in its roots, leaves and flowers:
healing plant mucilage. This mucilage
covers tissue in a protective layer –
be that in the mouth, in the stomach
or on the skin.

Does the flower conjure up memories
of your last trip to the beach? You may
well have spotted it there, as the marsh
mallow loves saline soil. So if your garden
has moist, salty and nutrient-rich earth,
this plant will likely thrive.

Beautifully balanced.
Saline soils tend to be dry. But this is no problem for the marsh mallow, as its roots contain
numerous mucous cells that keep its moisture levels well balanced. The talented plant can
use these moisture-retaining properties to support the skin – including in our cosmetics.

Plant knowledge.

A helping hand.
The marsh mallow’s moisturising talents shine in our classic
Dr. Hauschka Hydrating Hand
Cream. It is a key ingredient in
this much-loved formulation –
and has been for the past 30
years, helping dry, rough and
chapped hands through many a
cold autumn and winter. For all
that it is, we want to say a big
thank you to the marsh mallow.

A self-care day
in the life of
Saskia Diez.

Transcript:
Nadja Reibel
Photography:
Sigrid Reinichs

Saskia Diez is a Munich-based designer with her own label.
Her handmade jewellery found success first in Japan, and
eventually all around the world. How does she integrate
beauty and self-care into her daily routine?
Character study.
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Minimalism and simplicity.
One of the best things for me about working
with my Japanese clients is that their way of
thinking corresponds very closely to my way
of working. The Japanese understanding of
design, aesthetics and quality is characterised
by minimalism and simplicity. Of course, the
youth culture is still very playful. Nevertheless, there is a strong preference for concentrating on particular things. I, too, like to
focus on just one idea at a time rather than
five different ones at once.

The search for beauty is
my driving force.
I pour into my work and my work pours into
me. I want to absorb things, really get into
them and understand them. And in the end,
a product is created – usually a piece of
jewellery. It is finished when I realise:
“I can’t take anything else away, and I don’t
want to add anything more.” That is a very
clear feeling.

Ageing is not a threat.
The beauty in understanding.
There are always reasons as to why one
finds certain things beautiful or not. For me,
beauty has a lot to do with an underlying
coherence. Something that shines through a
surface – and this can be very different every
time. I think when you understand things or
when you understand a person, this influences your perception of beauty a lot.

When work is meditation.
Those moments when I lose myself completely in a task are some of the most beautiful experiences in my job. Getting into the
flow and forgetting yourself in the process is
the goal of meditation: total immersion that
causes your own physical boundaries to dissolve. Time and again, I see completely new
things emerge from this state of immersion
that are often very different to what I had
initially conceived.

I like my skin. Obviously I notice certain
things – things change, and not always in
a good way. But I am happy with myself.
Naturally, there are days when tiredness and
exhaustion, for example, really get to me.
Then, figuratively speaking, the skin becomes
very thin and I feel sensitive. But I know that
feeling of not wanting to look at yourself
from past experience. And now, I derive a lot
of happiness and satisfaction from my work,
from friendships and from connections that
are important to me.
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A self-care day in the life of Saskia Diez.
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“I derive a lot of happiness and satisfaction
from my work, from friendships and from
connections that are important to me.”

A gentle start to the day.

Afternoon pick-me-up.

The first thing I do after getting up is oil pulling with coconut oil for a good ten minutes.
Meanwhile, I slowly wake up and think about
the things that are important for that day.
A slow and gentle start is important for me,
as I’m not a natural early riser. I tend to my
kids and once they are on their way to school,
I do yoga and meditate. Only then do I start
my bathroom routine.

The biggest danger in the afternoon is that
you lose focus and end up just muddling
through the rest of the day. So a quick reset
can be a good idea. When I’m in the office,
we make a coffee, sit down together and look
at things from a different perspective. When
I’m working from home, I do a short yoga
session or meditate. I also always have Facial
Toner on hand for a refreshing pick-me-up
on the go. The pleasant, pure smell helps
to lift you out of the afternoon slump and
almost transports you back to the morning.

Morning routine.

My morning routine is relatively short and
involves my two favourite Dr. Hauschka prodEvening ritual.
ucts: Facial Toner and Revitalising Day Lotion
(formerly Revitalising Day Cream).
In the evening, I like to read, listen to music
I really love the consistency of the lotion. In
and drink soba tea or bamboo tea – both
the colder months, I mix in a little Clarifying of which I discovered in Japan. Every now
Day Oil if I feel like my skin needs it. I also
and then I take a bath. I’m a big fan of
have a serum that I like to use.
Dr. Hauschka Moor Lavender Calming Bath
Essence. I also love body oils; my favourite
is the one that smells of rose.

In my toiletries bag.

I don’t own a make-up bag and I hardly ever
use make-up. If I feel like it or I know that
I’m meeting someone in the evening, I apply
some mascara. Just recently, I discovered
Dr. Hauschka Sheer Lipstick No. 2 – but for
the cheeks rather than the lips. It gives you
a super fresh complexion and leaves you
looking well-rested and fresh. That’s really
the only make-up I use. Unless I’m being
photographed – then I apply something to
my skin.

A self-care day in the life of Saskia Diez.
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Architecture
inspired by
nature.

Text: Kirsten Küppers
Photography: WALA Heilmittel GmbH

For Dr. Hauschka, nature is a role model in many ways –
not only when it comes to our natural cosmetics, but also
when it comes to designing our premises. This was clear
to all involved: our researchers who would be working
there, our colleagues at Dr. Hauschka Skin Care’s parent
company WALA Heilmittel GmbH, and the mayor of the
Bad Boll municipality.

An organically shaped glass building now
stands on the former construction site, its
façade entwined with plants. In front of it
is a pond, and next to that a garden with
blooming flower beds. The old mirabelle tree
has been left standing, as has the deadwood
cherry tree. This is because birds and bees
use these trees to nest in – and because we
care about our origins. The backdrop to this
scene is provided by the awe-inspiring Swabian Jura. Even local spa guests come here to
enjoy the beauty and the freedom, to feel the
soul take a deep breath of fresh air.
Our modern building simply blends
into the background. And that’s just what
everyone wanted: our researchers who participated in the construction of their labs, the
team of Stuttgart architects, and the people
of Bad Boll – who are happy to have a new
outdoor area to enjoy.

To get to their work stations, our
researchers walk through a light-flooded
foyer and ascend a curved wooden staircase. There is always a view to the outside,
enabling the natural world to permeate
the indoor research space. And why did we
design it this way? Quite simply, so that the
people who work here and use state-of-theart technology to develop our cosmetics
never lose touch with the matter that forms
the essence of all we do: nature.

House call.

Einmal durchatmen, bitte.
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Architecture inspired by nature.
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What does your
Lip Balm have to do
with butterflies?
Transcript:
Julia Freymark
Photography:
WALA Heilmittel GmbH

And what do our products have to do with biodiversity?
We talked to Alexandra Čamek, an agricultural scientist
who works in our Cosmetic Safety department. Her focus:
the environment and biodiversity.

A different view on cosmetics.

“Nature has no claim to perfection.
It is colourful, diverse and beautiful
on the inside – just like us.”

Imperfect beauty
Nature has no claim to perfection. It is
colourful, diverse and beautiful on the inside –
just like us. Alexandra also loves the beauty of
the “imperfect”, the natural, the genuine. She
studied agricultural sciences at the University
of Hohenheim and worked in Paraguay and
Georgia in the field of agriculture and viticulture. Her grandfather ran a dairy farm in
Bavaria and her mother’s garden was more
on the wild, unkempt side. These were things
she was slightly embarrassed about back then,
but proud of today. Her attitude to life: nature
needs to breathe.
The 150 different plant species in
Dr. Hauschka’s medicinal herb garden are
certainly able to do just that. The garden
directly behind the company building forms
a sort of biotope, a little oasis with its own
closed ecosystem. It provides animals and wild
plants alike with sustainable habitats – for the
development of new plant generations and
the preservation of biological diversity. WALA
is pursuing this same goal by monitoring
selected species-rich grasslands. The project
aims to increase biodiversity in these areas
over a longer period of time.
How alive is our environment?
Alexandra believes the world is in the
middle of a biodiversity crisis: “Species numbers have drastically declined, green spaces
need to be better protected, and the One
Health approach is more important than ever,

as I strongly believe that the health of humans,
animals and plants is all interconnected.” Such
biological relationships are usually small, but
their global impact can be drastic. If the rainforest is cut down, this has a direct impact on
climate change. And cycles like this can be
found everywhere we look. Ecosystems can
only remain stable with an abundance of biodiversity. “I am motivated by the ecological
impact of my work,” says Alexandra. “I see the
urgent need to act and I want to give things
back to nature.”
Wild bees and manicured lawns
Right next to the laboratory building in
Bad Boll is the biodiversity path, which provides habitats for both animals and plants.
This area makes biodiverse structures accessible to all and creates awareness of natural
cycles. Garden lawns, for example, may look
neat and tidy, but they break a natural cycle –
one that is particularly vital to the survival of
wild bees. Although these bees do not produce
honey, they are one of the most important
pollinators of our wild and cultivated plants.
Around 70 percent of wild bees build their
nests in loose, sandy, unsealed soil. However,
they rarely find this in cities with its abundance of concrete and manicured lawns. If we
don’t want to lose the wild bee as a pollinator of our food, we have to start looking after
nature. “By respecting our environment, we
are respecting ourselves and protecting our
livelihood.”

What does your Lip Balm have to do with butterflies?
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What does your Lip Balm have to do with butterflies?
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“By respecting our environment,
we are respecting ourselves and
protecting our livelihood.”

Dr. Hauschka takes responsibility
We strive to act altruistically, in solidarity and in harmony with nature. We want to
increase biodiversity while simultaneously
creating synergies between Dr. Hauschka, agriculture and science. To achieve this, WALA’s
Biodiversity Working Group is working with
the Demeter-certified Sonnenhof farm and the
University of Hohenheim on a special monitoring project. Together, they have selected
suitable grassland areas where they want to
sustainably increase biodiversity. This is an
agricultural challenge for Alexandra and her
team. It can take up to three years for species
to emerge and reach a stable population, with
a lot depending on the right timing and the
weather. Seeding starts in May and Alexandra
is happy to have young students on the team
with whom she can share knowledge and new
findings.

So what does this have to do with skin care?
Well, just like nature, your skin needs to
breathe. As Alexandra puts it, “Wild nature is
just as beautiful as wild, natural skin.” People
don’t have to be perfect, but they should be
healthy. Whenever you choose Dr. Hauschka as
a consumer, you are choosing to make a different impact on the world. You benefit from
a product that has a positive effect on both
the environment and your well-being. Proof
that, even in small ways, you can make a big
difference.

A healthy environment means healthy people
Anthyllis has been recognised as a medicinal plant since the 16th century and can be
found in many Dr. Hauschka products, including our Balancing Day Lotion, Eye Balm, and
lip care products like our Lip Balm. Anthyllis
proves just how important functioning biological cycles are, as the plant provides a habitat for numerous insects – particularly the
small blue butterfly caterpillar, which only
eats anthyllis. So if the plant becomes scarce,
this butterfly’s survival is threatened. Without
anthyllis, there’s no Lip Balm and no small
blue; and without the small blue, there’s a lack
of biodiversity.
What does your Lip Balm have to do with butterflies?
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Men’s skin?
We don’t
differentiate.
Text: Claudia Nikschtat
Artwork: Grace J. Kim

You won’t find separate men’s skin care in the Dr. Hauschka
range. That’s because we look at the human being as
a whole, regardless of gender identity. From the very
beginning, skin conditions have been the only physical
characteristic we are interested in. And that makes us
pioneers of gender-neutral skin care since 1967.
Simply honest.

Beautiful as you are.

Special requirements?

Who says women shouldn’t have
wrinkles or men don’t have sensitive
skin? We don’t care about conforming to
traditional beauty norms. We care about
making people feel good in their skin.
Because when a person feels healthy and
comfortable, this radiates on the outside.
That’s our definition of beauty.

What do men with sensitive skin need
after shaving? The soothing and invigorating care of Dr. Hauschka Clarifying
Toner – a product that women also enjoy
as part of their morning skin care ritual.
Our refreshing Quince Day Cream and
invigorating Cleansing Cream are two
other products loved by many people of
all genders.

Skin conditions rather
than skin types.
Every person is unique. You and your
skin cannot be pigeonholed. That’s why
we talk about skin conditions instead of
rigid skin types – because skin conditions
can change depending on the season, the
time of day, the place and the phase of
life. And that’s the same for all of us.

Caring for your skin
condition.

Healing plants for
all people.
Dr. Hauschka Skin Care helps people
keep themselves and their skin healthy
and beautiful. To do that, we use the
healing powers of nature. Each and
every medicinal plant we use has its own
specific properties that make a vital contribution to our cosmetic formulations.
And whether it’s acerola berry or witch
hazel, these natural superheroes remain
just as effective regardless of who’s using
the product. That’s a promise.

Dry skin needs protection and moisture,
while combination skin needs balancing care – and demanding skin is just
as happy to receive rich, regenerating
care whether you’re a man or a woman.
Dr. Hauschka develops skin care plans
for your individual condition. You can
find out what these are and which
skin care plan is right for you online at
www.drhauschka.co.uk/skin-care-plans/
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United for a
healthy planet.
Transcript: Kirsten Küppers
Photography: GTF

The issues of sustainability, respect for nature and conscious consumption affect all of us, which is why we are
proud to cooperate with the annual GREENTECH FESTIVAL
in Berlin. We believe it’s important to network with others,
to inspire and be inspired. We are part of a movement
that is rethinking the future and changing the world in
a sustainable way. Because together we are stronger.

Dr. Hauschka x GREENTECH FESTIVAL.

#celebratechange

Small-scale changes.

“We are genuinely interested in all the people
we meet around the world and we like to
connect with others who share our vision of
shaping the future sustainably together. The
GREENTECH FESTIVAL is a global community
that is constantly growing. In each person’s
area, individuals are making a real difference
with their actions and contributing something with their expertise. Together we are
committed to a new way of doing business
that combines sustainability, social justice,
health and diversity.”

“We want to use positive examples to encourage people to think about sustainability,
the environment and the responsible use
of natural resources. Of course, an issue
like climate change forces you to think on
a large scale, but many things actually start
on a small scale – for example, with which
toothpaste you use.
For me, Dr. Hauschka is a kind of role
model, as this is a company that has been
talking about these issues for decades. I try
to bring other companies into contact with
Dr. Hauschka, because they can only learn
and benefit from this attitude.”

Know your impact.
“Responsible action is in our nature. We see
ourselves as a driving force behind creating
a different understanding of business. We
live in a culture where exponential growth,
profit maximisation and profit increase are
the norm. How can we reconcile the need for
growth and security on the one hand with
the limitations of our planet on the other?
How can we redefine “success”?
Nature is our inspiration in all that we do.
We are all connected. Nature is constantly
demonstrating this fact and the current
pandemic makes it even more clear. Our
decisions always have an impact on habitats
and living conditions in ways that we may
not be not directly aware of. Our purchasing
decisions also have a daily impact on our
planet and the people who produce the
products we use. It is very important that we
become more conscious of these connections. We can achieve this with information
and transparency and by exchanging ideas.
By telling others about our work and how we
make it sustainable every day, we can inspire
others to do the same. At the same time,
we also learn from the people we meet. The
founders of the festival are pioneers like us.
Their passion and courage is inspiring.”
Nicoline Wöhrle,
Head of Communication at WALA

Rethinking norms.
“Nobody is perfect. But if we manage to make
better purchasing decisions on an increasingly frequent basis, then we have all won.
This is also a generational issue. Children
today are questioning many things that we
have simply taken for granted up to now. For
example, my nephews ask me: “Why do you
need a big car just for you?” Questions like
these provide necessary food for thought
and help us make progress.”
Marco Voigt,
Co-founder of GREENTECH FESTIVAL

The GREENTECH FESTIVAL in Berlin combines
an exhibition and a conference, and includes the
presentation of the GREEN AWARDS. Above all, it
provides a place where people, organisations and
companies from all over the world can meet to discuss
and promote ways out of the climate crisis under the
motto #celebratechange. This year, Dr. Hauschka is
participating in the festival for the third time.

United for a healthy planet.
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Seeing nature
through
different eyes.
Transcript:
Tanja Fiedler
Photography:
Marek Bunse

We are dedicated plant nerds. Nature is our muse,
our teacher, our role model. We give our plants time
to develop naturally, because we want to understand
nature’s secrets. And we give ourselves time to use
this knowledge to create effective natural cosmetics.
Marek Bunse, a phytochemist and one of our researchers,
shares a different view of research and cosmetics.
A different view on cosmetics.

A different view on cosmetics.

Graswurzelbewegung.
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Plant cells in colour:
Their structures are as diverse
as a plant’s components.

For us, cosmetics and
science go hand in hand.
We could use a variety of synthetic substances to produce effective products, but
we make a conscious choice to use natural
substances. Because, in my opinion, nature
can meet almost all our skin’s needs. For
us, cosmetics and science go hand in hand.
One of our research areas is medicinal plant
components, which we then integrate as
effectively as possible into a cream or lotion,
for example. This way, we develop cosmetic
products that not only address superficial
appearance, but that effectively nourish or
stimulate.

Seeing nature through different eyes.
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“In my opinion, nature
can meet almost all
our skin’s needs.”

Certain “secondary plant substances”
fluoresce under UV light.

Our cosmetics do not
overwhelm the skin;
they give it impulses.

Research and science
take time. So we give
ourselves that time.

One of my colleagues put it well: Our
cosmetics encourage the skin to get moving
again, to become active. We support the skin
in finding its own balance. The overarching
theme of my doctoral thesis, for example,
is rose plants. All roses are high in tannins.
These tannins have antimicrobial properties
that help the plant protect itself from disease.
We can use this knowledge in cosmetics by
investigating whether these tannins can also
help acne-prone skin rediscover a healthy
balance.

We cannot produce results overnight. Our
highly sensitive analytical equipment is specially adapted to each plant, each substance
profile, each new raw material. We try things
and learn from our failures until we have
methods that deliver results. In addition to
state-of-the-art technology, this requires a
great deal of curiosity, humility and patience.
At the end of the day, we researchers are also
problem solvers. We have to prove efficacy or
work out the combination of ingredients that
delivers the most effective results. This way,
we end up creating products that stay on the
market for a long time. Because that, too, is
sustainability.

Seeing nature through different eyes.
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Seven top picks.
Sometimes you just need a little bit more: A soothing
extra portion of care, a fragrant steam bath, a more
radiant glow. To make sure your extra needs are always
naturally met, here’s a selection of products our
customers reach for when those moments arise.

Revitalising Mask
Refreshingly versatile: When your skin needs a little extra soothing and refreshing care, you
can rely on the power of our Revitalising Mask. It evens out your complexion and leaves your
face and décolleté feeling toned and refined. If you are struggling with blemishes, are prone
to couperose or have been out enjoying the sun, it will help regulate and cool the skin. You
can also mix it with our Clarifying Day Oil to create a daytime skin care product. Men like to
apply this mask as a day cream after shaving.
Favourites.

Seven top picks.
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Soothing Mask
Pure relaxation. If your skin is sensitive, easily irritated and
reactive to stress, our Soothing Mask gives it a much-needed
break. This intensive skin care product guides your skin
back to a state of balance. It regulates moisture and is also
suitable for skin prone to couperose. What’s more, you can
adapt it to provide more or less support based on your skin’s
current needs: use it as a classic face mask or apply a thin
layer as your daytime skin care product.

Firming Mask
Long-lasting recovery. Is your skin lacking in
moisture or gradually losing its elasticity?
Our Firming Mask pampers it with a muchneeded hydration boost – and helps it retain
moisture over the long term. In doing so,
the mask helps your skin rediscover its own
process of renewal. You can use the Firming
Mask as a classic mask, apply a thin layer
under your usual day time skin care, or use
it in place of your regular day cream for an
intensive treatment period of four to six
weeks. By the way, your eye area will also
appreciate its firming care.

Hydrating Cream Mask
Intensive protection and soothing security. If your skin is dry, sensitive and in need of
regeneration, pamper it with our rich Hydrating Cream Mask. It envelops your skin in
a protective layer and activates the skin’s own powers to help improve its moistureretaining capabilities. This way, you can protect your skin from dehydration and irritating
environmental influences.
Seven top picks.
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Clarifying Clay Mask
All is clear with the Dr. Hauschka Clarifying
Clay Mask. This is the only Dr. Hauschka
face mask that you mix yourself just before
application, which allows the cleansing mask
to take full effect: deeply cleansing the pores
while binding with and loosening dirt and
sebum. Our Clarifying Clay Mask is suitable
for all skin conditions and is also enjoyed
by men.

Clarifying Steam Bath
A cleansing and fragrant ritual. The composition with daisy, nasturtium and witch hazel
stimulates the skin’s circulation, helps soften
blackheads and reduces the appearance of
blemishes. Treat yourself to a little time-out
while medicinal plant extracts rise on the
warm steam and start to take effect.

Highlighter
The perfect finish for your make-up. Our Highlighter brings a fresh glow to your skin.
Simply apply it with a brush to any areas of the skin you wish to highlight. It’s easy to apply
and blends well, making it ideal for those new to contouring.
Seven top picks.
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Nature. Different.
Effective.
Pure nature
All-natural skin care for an all-natural you.
Our skin care products contain zero mineral oils, silicones, PEGs and
synthetic preservatives. Instead, they are made of 100 % natural raw
ingredients – most of which are organic and often even of biodynamic
quality. Naturally, our Skin Care and Make-up ranges are also certified
under the NATRUE label. And yet the highest quality seal that we bear
is still the name of our founder: Dr. Hauschka.

Skin care concept
For inner and outer beauty.
Dr. Hauschka Skin Care helps people keep themselves and their skin
healthy and beautiful. Individual formulations based around nurturing
plants provide all skin conditions with effective impulses every day
when cleansing, toning, moisturising – even when applying make-up.
And to support nightly renewal, we let your skin breathe rather than
covering it with oily creams.

Nurturing plants
Healthy skin is beautiful skin.
Skin care products from Dr. Hauschka rely on the revitalising powers
of nature. With their specific properties, each individual plant makes
our cosmetic formulations even more effective. And they also are made
with all the expertise and accuracy of a pharmaceutical manufacturer.
Manifest.

Origins
For us, natural skin care has been on trend
since 1967.
Elisabeth Sigmund and Rudolf Hauschka had a clear goal when they
launched their own cosmetic revolution from a small Swabian spa
town: from chemistry back to nature. Today, more and more people
are asking ecological and social questions – including about their
cosmetics. And we provide answers, some of which haven’t changed
for more than 50 years.

Partnerships
Good for the skin, good for the world.
We are genuinely interested in all the people we meet around the world.
Thanks to our loyal customers, we don’t need expensive ad campaigns.
And as an independent foundation-owned company, we don’t have to
pay dividends. Instead, we are free to invest in global raw materials
partnerships, providing interest-free loans and enabling local farmers
to pay fair wages.

Ecology
Responsible action is in our nature.
We harvest most of our raw ingredients by hand – either in our herb
garden, on the fields of our farm at the foot of the Swabian Jura, or
through our partners all around the world. It is not only our past that
leaves us with an obligation to protect the environment, but also our
future.

Research
The natural science of skin care.
We have a long tradition of innovation, which began with the development of our unique rhythmic manufacturing process by Dr. Rudolf
Hauschka. Today, we complement age-old knowledge with state-ofthe-art technology. Our laboratories continue to conduct intensive
basic research into active botanical ingredients, which we then use to
develop new, effective formulations.
Nature. Different. Effective.
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Seeing the big
in the small.
Text:
Maie-Brit Koch
Photography:
WALA Heilmittel GmbH

Imagine what this microscope has magnified –
what hidden structures Dr. Rudolf Hauschka was able
to reveal with its help. His was a life spent constantly and
attentively observing the world around him. And he did
so on a large scale, such as on his travels to Australia and
the South Seas, and on the smallest, most subtle scale,
such as by examining the cells of plants. As a natural-born
chemist, Rudolf Hauschka liked to get to the bottom of
things. He was convinced there was a world beyond all
sensory experience, a driving force behind all life. It is
his curiosity and tireless commitment to research that
forms the basis of Dr. Hauschka Skin Care. We can just
picture Rudolf Hauschka bent over his microscope, deeply
engrossed in his endless quest for the undiscovered.
A real find.

Seeing the big in the small.
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Legal notice.
Cover photograph:
WALA Heilmittel GmbH
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